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Abstract: The World Health Organization (WHO) has stated that the spread of the coronavirus
(COVID-19) is on a global scale and that wearing a face mask at work is the only effective way to
avoid becoming infected with the virus. The pandemic made governments worldwide stay under
lock-downs to prevent virus transmissions. Reports show that wearing face masks would reduce
the risk of transmission. With the rise in population in cities, there is a greater need for efficient
city management in today’s world for reducing the impact of COVID-19 disease. For smart cities to
prosper, significant improvements to occur in public transportation, roads, businesses, houses, city
streets, and other facets of city life will have to be developed. The current public bus transportation
system, such as it is, should be expanded with artificial intelligence. The autonomous mask detection
and alert system are needed to find whether the person is wearing a face mask or not. This article
presents a novel IoT-based face mask detection system in public transportation, especially buses.
This system would collect real-time data via facial recognition. The main objective of the paper is
to detect the presence of face masks in real-time video stream by utilizing deep learning, machine
learning, and image processing techniques. To achieve this objective, a hybrid deep and machine
learning model was designed and implemented. The model was evaluated using a new dataset
in addition to public datasets. The results showed that the transformation of Convolution Neural
Network (CNN) classifier has better performance over the Deep Neural Network (DNN) classifier;
it has almost complete face-identification capabilities with respect to people’s presence in the case
where they are wearing masks, with an error rate of only 1.1%. Overall, compared with the standard
models, AlexNet, Mobinet, and You Only Look Once (YOLO), the proposed model showed a better
performance. Moreover, the experiments showed that the proposed model can detect faces and masks
accurately with low inference time and memory, thus meeting the IoT limited resources.
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1. Introduction
The pandemic caused by COVID-19 has kept the global community awake for the
previous year. In recent times, a nation with a strong gross domestic product like India has
reported more than 3.89 crores [1]. Considering these facts, experts are devoting considerable efforts towards creating novel remedies to the present catastrophe. Additionally,
the WHO Records indicate that significant efforts have been made by many developed
and developing countries with the provision of masks, respirators, operating rooms, facial
masks, and other critical health equipment [2]. In this context, the WHO has developed
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tight regulations for COVID-19 patients, curfews, social isolation, and screening. Moreover,
many countries have incorporated digital tools that enable citizens to distinguish nearby
COVID-19 patients via wireless position tracking technologies. However, in light of the
COVID-19 effect and proliferation, researchers have devoted numerous resources to discovering and improving COVID-19 remedies; many novel solutions have been proposed for
the existing disastrous situation, including automated sanitizing devices for disinfecting
medical supplies and humans, infrared imaging devices, and others [3]. Significantly,
several judicial governments have enacted stringent health preventive policies and made
serious attempts to clean specific topographical regions with a variety of disinfectants, in
addition to conducting various health-awareness efforts to promote society’s health. In rare
instances, governments have also penalized individuals for attempting to violate health
and safety regulations. It is still debatable whether or not strict adherence to health and
safety requirements such as wearing a mask and maintaining social distance is observed [4].
Public transportation brings the community people into direct connection with everyone, often for longer durations, and subjecting them to regularly touched areas, enhances
a person’s chance of contracting and transmitting COVID-19 [4]. Maintaining a six-foot
separation from people is frequently challenging on public transit. Individuals may be
unable to maintain the required distance of six feet from other passengers seated adjacent
or from individuals strolling in or transiting through bus terminals. From business to social
interactions, all types of off- and on-screening activities are needed in public transportation
as well as public entrances to ensure social welfare [5–7]. As a result, an intelligent entry
device is needed that constantly recognizes the presence of a mask at the door opening
mechanism.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive system for identifying and
monitoring COVID-19 face mask detection in public transportations using IoT technologies.
This article presents an IoT-based face mask detection system in public transportations,
especially buses through the collection of real-time data via facial recognition devices. The
major contributions of the paper are as follows:

•
•

•

The use of IoT and deep learning techniques to classify images with and without face
mask and detect the presence of face masks in real-time video streaming.
The development of an efficient low-cost face mask detection system that can be used
in public transportation. Creating a dataset of face and non-face image and using it for
evaluating the proposed system.
Comparing with benchmark models (Alexnet, Mobinet, and YOLO), the proposed
system showed better results.

The following defines the paper’s organization. Literature review of the related works
is provided in Section 2. Section 3 shows a detailed explanation of the methodology of
the proposed work. A detailed explanation of the system implementation is provided
in Section 4. Section 5 presents the findings of the study as well as a discussion of the
proposed system. Finally, a conclusion, as well as recommendations for future work, are
included in the last section of the paper.
2. Related Works
COVID-19 has currently circulated the world without a 100% effective vaccine. Wearing a face mask has been found to be an effective method of anti-microbial barrier protection
and numerous others, including washing the hands, practicing good hygiene, and frequent
hand washing [8]. The idea of wearing a face mask in public places has now entered the
realm of the public consciousness. This elevates the importance of AI and deep learning
to allow for automatic face [9]. Researchers initially concentrated on using gray-scale
images of faces to identify people. Some researchers were working on pattern identification
models, such as AdaBoost [10], one of the most effective classifiers at the time. Viola–Jones
detectors were developed later, allowing for real-time face detection. However, it had
trouble working correctly in dull and dim light, which led to misclassifications under these
conditions. In many fields, deep learning is used because of its popularity and unique
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features, which include detection, identification, classification and recognition of objects.
This led to the development of a robot that is capable of detecting the face of any human
being and processing the data depending on the needs. As depicted in the process model,
it begins by extracting the input image and its features using 3 × 3 matrices as Convolution
(ConV) across a stride of 1 [11]. Featured maps are then created by taking the dot product
of the layers that came before them in ConV and combining them into a single map as the
result of this method. The efficiency of this method allowed the researchers and analysts to
proceed with many other algorithms to achieve higher accuracy and better performance.
In the face detection technique used in [12,13], several attributes from the given input
image can be used including face recognition, pose estimation, face expression, and pose
estimation. It was a difficult task as every face had many changes in attributes like color,
structures, etc. The most challenging aspect of this mission is to correctly identify the
person’s face in the image and then determine whether that person is hidden behind a
mask or not. In order for the proposed system to be used for surveillance purposes, it is
necessary for the system to detect the movement of a person’s face and the mask.
Face mask detection using a smart city network was implemented for the whole city
to ensure that every person in the society follows the rules [14]. The IoT (Internet of Things)
concept was used along with the BlueDot and HealthMap services [15], while the use of
automatic drones and cameras was proposed by [16] as a way to minimize the risk during
COVID-19 spread. This allowed the government to easily manage and handle the crowds
in all the public in a contactless manner.
The existing system has a camera that senses whether a person is wearing a mask or
not and reports it to the person-in-charge to take an action. The system uses the Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) and Deep Neural Network (DNN) models, which compromised
efficiency and accuracy [17]. The existing system had a very small training datasets, which
caused the system to fail in meet the requirement needed by society. Moreover, this system
was built using costlier materials, which makes it high-cost. The system has performed
poorly with respect to accuracy, efficiency, and throughput.
Based on the literature analysis, the existing systems were able to automate the detection of masks and report to an in-charge on duty personnel with low accuracy and lots of
work to be done.
3. Proposed Methodology
The methodology of the proposed system is comprised of two main steps: The first
step is the creation of a face-matching model using deep learning and traditional machine
learning techniques. The main challenge was to create a dataset that is composed of faces
with and without face masks. A computer vision-based face detector was built using the
created dataset, OpenCV, and Python with TensorFlow, withal in our custom machine
learning framework. The computer vision and deep learning techniques were used to
identify whether the person is wearing a face mask or not. This helps in expediting the
proliferation of computer vision in the currently nascent areas such as digital signage,
autonomous driving, video recognition, customer service, language translation, and mobile
apps. The main element of deep learning is DNNs [18], which allows for object recognition segmentation. The proposed methodology utilize hybrid deep CNN classifier for
segmenting the relevant features of face. DNNs are generally used in tasks related to
computer vision as they act as an effective tool to increase the resolution of a classifier. Face
recognition and classification models can be trained using CNN [19], advanced feature
extraction, and classification methods to identify and classify facial images with minimal
features and store fine details [19]. CNN is used to collect photos of people wearing face
masks, rather than photos from a database, and then distinguish between the images of
people wearing face masks and other people’s photos based on facial expressions, content,
and spatial information.
The primary purpose of using the Raspberry Pi [20] circuit board is to carry out critical
tasks, such as the CPU, the GPU, input, and output. Raspberry Pi board features GPIO
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pins are essential to using hardware programming to enable the Raspberry Pi to control
electronic circuits and data processing devices on input and output data. It is possible to
install and run the Raspberry Pi under the Raspbian OS and program it using the Python
programming language. As a result, it can be a straightforward process to identify a person
at the bus door or a station’s entry point through an image/video stream using computer
vision and deep learning techniques., If a person wearing a face mask enters the area, an
automatic gate will open; if the person does not wear a mask, the gate will remain closed.
The following subsections describe the face mask detection model and the operational
technology in detail.
A. Face Mask Detection Model
Firstly, it is necessary to collect suitable examples of faces to feed the deep CNN
classifier model so that it can determine if the individual in question is wearing a mask
or not. Once the deep CNN classifier is trained, the face detection model needs to check
for possible face-covering before classifying the individual since the Single Shot Multibox
Detector and MobileNet (SSDMNV2) [21] evaluates whether the individual is wearing a
mask or not. This research aims to improve the discrimination capability of masks without
wasting significant computational resources; the DNN module from OpenCV uses the
‘Single Shot MultiBox’ (SSD) [22] object detection framework with ResNet-10 as its base.
Our framework extends the features of the Raspberry Pi, such as live imaging, to occur in
real-time. This deep CNN classifier expands on a trained model and independent network
models to enable it to distinguish between a person who is wearing a mask or those who
are not.
Several single-use, fixed image datasets are available for face detection only. Almost
all the datasets can be considered fake in the absence of real-world information, and
most of the existing ones suffer from the inclusion of incorrect information and noise.
This required some effort to be done in order to identify the best possible dataset for the
SSDMNV2 model. Kaggle and Witkowski’s Medical Mask datasets [23] were utilized to
expand the model’s training datasets. In addition, data gathering was done using the
masked dataset, which involved a blind application. The Kaggle dataset contains many
individuals with faces blurred out to protect their privacy, as well as relevant XML files that
describe their anonymity protection devices. The dataset holds a total of 678 photographs.
PySearch for the expansion of the PyImage dataset in the Natural masking settings and
return it as ‘Prajary B’. The dataset consists of 1376 photos which are divided into two
groups: those that have masks (686 images) and those that do not have masks (690). Few
authors created a dataset by utilizing standard and identifying facial landmarks such as
the eyes, brows, nose, mouth, and cheekbones, in addition to additional artificial points.
Figure 1 shows the proposed face mask detection system.
Objects that are given as input are usually identified by their unique and specific
features. There are many features and attributes in a human face. It can be used to recognize a face from any other objects around it in a given input. It identifies the faces by
extracting given structural features like eyes, nose, mouth, ears, etc., and then uses these
features to detect a face. Some classifiers would help to differentiate between facial and
non-facial objects. Human faces will have specific features that can be used to find the
differences between a face and other objects. In the next sub-section, we will be implementing a feature-based approach by using OpenCV, CNN (Convolution Neural Network),
Keras, Tenser-flow. Overall, 96% validation accuracy has been attained during the CNN
model training.
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Algorithm 1 Face Mask Detection Algorithm

1: Input: Image Dataset with and without face mask

1: Input: Image Dataset with and2:without
maskImages with labels with and without mask
Output: face
Classified
3: labels
for each
image
dataset do
2: Output: Classified Images with
with
andinwithout
mask
4:

Create two categories for the image.

3: for each image in dataset do 5:
Label each category according to mask with and without.
6: image.
Convert the RGB image to a grayscale image to a size 100 × 100 pixel.
4:
Create two categories for the
7:
if face is detected then
8:
Contextually transform the image and integrate it to a four-dimensional array.
6:
Convert the RGB image to9:a Incorporate
grayscale image
to a sizelayer
100with
× 100
a Convolution
200pixel.
filters to the mix.
10:
Incorporate
the
2nd
Convolution
laver
of
100 filters to the image.
7:
if face is detected then
11: Add a Flatten surface to the deep CNN classifier to make it more accurate.
8:
Contextually transform
the image aand
integrate
it to
a four-dimensional
12: Incorporate
dense
layer of 64
neurons
to the model. array.
13:with
Incorporate
the final
Dense
9: Incorporate a Convolution layer
200 filters
to the
mix.layer
14: if mask is detected then
10: Incorporate the 2nd Convolution laver of 100 filters to the image.
15:
Add the image to db Face with mask category
16: else
17:
Add the image to db Face without mask category
18: end
19:
else if face is not detected then
20:
Fall back to next image in dataset
21:
end
22: end

5:

Label each category according to mask with and without.

17:

Add the image to db Face without mask category

18: end
19:

else if face is not detected then

20:

Fall back to next image in dataset
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pretrain the images, the sklearn and matplotlib packages in Raspberry Pi was used to exTo pretrain the images, the sklearn and matplotlib packages in Raspberry Pi was used to
ecute the deep CNN classifier model. Finally, a web camera is connected to the Raspberry
execute the deep CNN classifier model. Finally, a web camera is connected to the Raspberry
Pi for collecting real-time input of images with and without a face mask. These images can
Pi for collecting real-time input of images with and without a face mask. These images
be dynamically trained in the Raspberry Pi kit using the Keras and Anaconda tools. The
can be dynamically trained in the Raspberry Pi kit using the Keras and Anaconda tools.
The developed system would be installed in the entry spot of any public transportation.
Whenever a passenger enters the transportation, the webcam would catch their facial
image in real time using TensorFlow and OpenCV installed on the Raspberry Pi kit. These
packages will detect whether a person is wearing a mask or not. If a person is wearing a
mask in the right way, a green-colored box would appear around their face with a message
saying “Thank you for wearing a mask”. Personnel who do not wear masks would have a
red box around their face with a message stating “Alert !!! Wear a Mask”. The trained model
in the Raspberry pi with the implementation of TenserFlow and the Visual Geometry Group
(VGG16) Convolution system [25] showed accurate and efficient behavior. By analyzing
regularly whether a person wears or does not wear a face mask to screen the Coronavirus,
we can effectively assist with stopping the spread of the virus.
The proposed system supports real-time processing of the inputs and forces people to
wear the face mask as per the guidelines. The proposed CNN model, which is extracted
from the RNN model, helped us achieve a high accuracy of 97%. The rest of this section
describes the steps taken by the system to recognize if a human being is wearing a mask
or not.
Step 1: Data Visualization
As our training dataset contains many images, we would begin by plotting the images
that fell into the most categories that we could find. There are approximately 686 images
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with a face mask that have been marked as “yes” in the database and approximately
690 photographs of people without face masks are been marked “no,”.
Step 2: Data Augmentation
For data augmentation, more images were added to the dataset and each of the images
was rotated as we continue through this step. Using the data augmentation method, we
had 1376 images, with 686 images falling under the ‘yes’ category and 690 images falling
under the ‘no’ category.
Step 3: Splitting the data
The dataset is split into two sets: 80% represent the training dataset for the Convolution
layer and 20% represent the validation dataset for the proposed method. Images with facial
mask in training dataset: 686.

•
•
•
•

Images with facial mask in training dataset: 686;
Images with facial masks in the validation dataset: 140;
Images without facial mask in training set: 690;
Images without facial masks in the validation dataset: 138.

Step 4: Modeling
Build our CNN model using layers like Conv2D, MaxPooling2D, Flatten, Dropout,
and Dense. The ‘Softmax’ function outputs a vector with probabilities for each class in
the final Dense layer. With only two categories, the Adam optimizer and the binary-cross
entropy loss function were used.
Step 5: Validating the model
This step aims to fit the images from the training and validation datasets to the
Sequential model with 30 epochs (iterations). Moreover, it is possible to train with more
epochs to improve accuracy without over-fitting. The overfitting of data is avoided by
utilizing cross-validation method. Here, the training data is divided into two folds and each
fold is trained one at a time. In this manner, close correspondence of data is regularized for
future prediction with new additional data.
Epochs = 30, validation data = validation generator, callbacks = [checkpoint]) > >
30/30, 220/220 [======]–231 s 1 s/step-loss: 0.03680–acc: 0.98860.
The above code is the output obtained after 30 epochs. For executing 30 epochs, our
model has taken 231 s with loss of 0.3%. Our model has 98.86% accuracy with the training
dataset and 96.19% accuracy with the validation set. The above accuracy shows that this
model is well-trained and does not cause overfitting.
Step 6: Categorizing Data
Once the model is developed, users label two different probabilities. «without facial
mask» and «with facial mask» along with RGB values that are used to color the rectangle
edges. [RED for no facial mask and GREEN for facial mask]
labels_dict = {0:‘without_mask’,1:‘with_mask’}
color_dict = {0:(0,0,255),1:(0,255,0)}
The first code represents the labeling component of the output image. If the image
is returned with classifier values as 0, then it is labeled under without mask component.
If the image is returned with classifier value 1, then the image is labeled under with
mask component. The second line of code represents the color value of the rectangular
component, which is used to represent the face mask identifier in the input image.
Step 7: Face Detection Program Import
Here, the PC’s webcam is used to see if a face mask is worn or not. Initially, face
detection program was implemented and the Haar feature-based sequence classifiers are
used to detect facial characteristics. face clsfr = ‘haarcascade frontalface default. xml’)
With the help of the OpenCV programming language, OpenCV generated this cascade
deep CNN classifier that was used to diagnose the frontal face from thousands of images.
Step 8: Detecting Masked and Unmasked Faces
A Classification Algorithm detects a facial expression that uses the Software in the
final step. webcam = cv2. VideoCapture(0) signifies webcam usage. The prototype would
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then predict the likelihood of each class ([without a facial mask, with a facial mask]). The
identifier would be selected and presented around our face images based on the probability.
The dataset created for the implementation is depicted in Figures 4 and 5. The training dataset has 1386 images and the validation dataset has 278 images. The predefined
condition for entering a public transportation during this pandemic period is mandatory
wearing of mask. Our DB system is constructed with images of people with mask, without
mask and partially wearing mask. In case of images with masks, but not covered the nose,
they will be considered as NO case. This is implemented for the sake of 100% accuracy
in ethical face mask detection. Table 1 depicts the performance analysis of 10
the
proposed
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Table 1. Performance metrics.

Without face mask
With face mask
Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

Support

0.960
1.000
-

1.000
0.900
-

0.980
0.950
0.970

69
36
106

The proposed system produces the output as seen in Figure 6, which can investigate a
person’s appearance whether he/she wore a mask on the bus. If the system detects that
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5. Performance Discussion and Comparison
The performance of the proposed face mask detection system is measured and compared to other existing systems in terms of error rate, inference time, correlation coefficient,
data over-fitting analysis, precision, and recall [26,27].

•

Error rate: This type of error occurs most frequently when the most confidently predicted class does not match the actual class. Inference Time on CPU: The model takes
time to figure out how to determine what type of image an input one is. Everything is
covered, from reading the image to performing all intermediate transformations to
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images in less time than MobiNet [29] and other models, which is a significant improvement.In order to evaluate the relationship between the predicted image complexity score and
ground truth visual difficulty score, we compute Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
between the two scores. Our investigation makes use of Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient, which is an appropriate measure because it is invariant across a wide range
of scoring methods. It is possible to compute the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
in Python by utilizing the Spearman () SciPy function. Return the correlation coefficient
after calculating it with two scores as input and returning the correlation coefficient. Our
predictor has a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ε of 0.851, which indicates that it
performs exceptionally well when it comes to predicting the complexity of images. There
is a significant correlation between the ground truth and predicted complexity scores, as
illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 8. Error rate.
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Following that, we compared the inference times of the different models. Iterations
include the provision of test images to each model and the calculation of the average inference time over all iterations. As shown in Figure 9, the proposed system classifies the
12 of 15
images in less time than MobiNet [29] and other models, which is a significant improvement.
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6. Conclusions
Model
Model

COVID-19, the prevailing virus outbreak, has made us recognize the benefits of
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A
real-time
is demonstrated with the deployment in a public transportation system. The model is imdataset has been generated with a collection of 1386 images. This database comprises
plemented with Raspberry Pi kit and open-source data analytics toolkits. A real-time da686 images with facial masks and 690 images without a facial mask. The proposed model
taset has been generated with a collection of 1386 images. This database comprises 686
was compared with existing face mask detection frameworks like Alexnet, Mobinet and
images with facial masks and 690 images without a facial mask. The proposed model was
YOLO. The performance metrics such as error rate, inference speed, precision, recall,
compared with existing face mask detection frameworks like Alexnet, Mobinet and
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accuracy, and overfitting analysis were performed. The results reveal that the proposed
system has outperformed the existing models with an accuracy over 99% and an error
rate less than 2%. In the future, our face mask detection system can be employed at air
terminals, shopping malls, and other traffic places to detect and strengthen the importance
of face mask-wearing.
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